
CISSI Board Meeting – Minutes 

Tuesday 18.8.2020, 18:00 – New Student House, Beauvoir 

Present: Iina Rautio, Merijn van Bruggen, Dario de la Lastra, Axelle Journet 

1. Opening the meeting 

Meeting opened at 18:20. 

2. Declaring the meeting legal and quorate 

The meeting is declared legal and quorate. 

3. Approval of the agenda 

The agenda is approved without amendments. 

4. Approval of the previous meeting’s minutes 

The previous meeting’s minutes are checked and approved. 

5. Updates from board members 

- Chair and Vice Chair 

Merijn: Kuppala unusable, sitsit can only be held outside. 

Iina: more information on orientation week later on. Konstruktio sent Iina an email about a 

possible collaboration involving international students, and we have yet to reply. 

Konstruktio says they are prepared to hold their events in English, and that they have lots 

of tutors on their board with whom they can advertise CISSI events (e.g. on social media). 

Summary: they are interested in keeping contact. Iina also just went to a meeting of all the 

chairs of social sciences subject organizations. We cannot hold any events or parties inside, 

but we can hold events outside (e.g. we can use Kuppala’s courtyard). We cannot use 

Kuppala or New Student House for any parties or events, and our Alina hall reservation 

(21st of September) has been cancelled. Kannu is arranging a small in-person fresher’s 

adventure for social sciences students on Friday 11th of September from 5PM on, and they 

want students from all over the faculty to have stalls. Iina told Kannu CISSI is interested. 

Iina, Merijn and Dario should be available for the event. Kannu will try set guidelines for the 

whole faculty given uncertainty from HYY. 

- Tresurer 

Hamish: problem with not having a Finnish ID to take over the bank account from Cristina. 

He is in the process of getting one at the moment. Cristina suggested there might be an 

alternate option. Nothing else particularly new. 

Iina: once the ID is sorted, Iina has all the relevant and necessary paperwork to sort out the 

change in name from Cristina to Hamish. Also, Iina has all the CISSI cashboxes at the 

moment, which is highly unorthodox, and she wants others to take some of them. Axelle 

volunteers. Furthermore, when the Spring sitsit were cancelled, CISSI had to pay a 

cancellation fee of 40 € that Iina paid for herself out of pocket (there is a receipt). Finally, 

we got our HYY grant: 579 euros (140 more than 2019). HYY did have some comments: we 

have to pay more attention to our financial documents. The 2019 board needed to prepare 

an income statement and a balance sheet, yet they only produced one of these. 

Furthermore, in the application for our grant, we were supposed to submit both documents 

again, and we only produced one of them again. We have to do better for HYY by the end 

of our board year in December. However, Iina also mentioned that of the Finnish-language 



guidelines on how to set up these documents, one of them does not exist in English making 

the process significantly more difficult. Axelle and Iina mention their communication issues 

with HYY (total lack of replies for relevant documents in English), and Merijn suggests trying 

once again and providing these communication efforts with our financial statement at the 

end of the year. 

- Secretary 

No real activity during the whole summer/pandemic dormancy period. Suggestions to 

slowly wake up social media accounts, maybe send out an email or newsletter 

- Representation officer 

Breandán is absent. 

- Student advocacy 

Nothing really going on. Last meeting was in April and Axelle’s multiple emails sent to HYY’s 

international representative went completely unanswered. 

6. Events 

- Kannu’s fuksirasti can be announced once they have more info/actually settle on a place. 

- Orientation week: orientation next Tuesday, streamed online, only 30 minutes (we can’t 

give a speech), but we can send CISSI slides that they can send people to go through 

independently. We can also organize our own zoom meeting for which they can share the 

link. 

- Alina Hall reservation on the 21st of September: All Alina hall reservations until the end of 

September (including our own) have been cancelled, so the sitsit (were to be held with 

ISHA) cannot be held. We also asked ISHA if we can hold it on their own date, but they have 

their own vujut so we cannot do it then. The only way to hold a sitsit is to hold it with 

another organization (or outside? We decide against that). Iina suggests holding a lighter 

event with less commitment later in the year, so that if we plan something and have to 

cancel it, it will not be too much of a financial hit (even though it will be a disappointment). 

- Alternative forms of events: we can hold a walking tour, given that it’s outdoors and we are 

allowed. When we publish the event, we will tell people we are following government 

safety guidelines, especially regarding social distancing and optional mask wearing given 

that we will be outside. General desire to have as many guides as possible per group, both 

so people hear better but also for social distancing. We consider using a signup sheet, but 

decide that it would dissuade people more than maintaining safety. If indoor-events 

restrictions are lifted eventually, we can hold a Kuppala party with another organization 

later in the year. 

- Welcome party at Kuppala: also cancelled. We can still do something on the courtyard until 

8pm. We could always hold a small event there, or we could always meet at Kuppala and 

then move elsewhere (e.g. Kaisaniemi park), possibly do some sort of game, e.g. mölkky or 

charades. 

- Zoom hangouts: everyone is against them. 

- Work-related events: Iina wants to organize some. Should be easy to arrange online. Online 

events are not very attractive to people, but we could try to arrange the option for the 

people who may be interested in them. Cal sent Iina a message, volunteering to give a talk 

about finding employment in Finland and also giving details of someone else who might be 



a speaker (also a former CISSI member). Other possible candidates for career/work-

oriented events could work at embassies and research groups. 

- Outdoors events: while the weather is good, we should hold events outside. Good 

possibility for events (Nuuksio, Luukki), even Porvoo. Hiking daytrips, parks, treetop 

adventure course etc. 

7. Current situation and prospects for the term 

Iina brings up the difficulty of gathering a new board without our traditional events. Axelle 

and Dario agree. Debate over deputy board member elections, and the possibility that 

deputy board members might stay on to become the new board next year. Also, it is in our 

rules, so we have to try get new deputies regardless of whether we will get any in the first 

place. Debate over tutors for exchange students, and the importance of contacting them to 

get to know exchange students and hopefully involve them in CISSI. Issue of how to attract 

actual members to CISSI: lack of speech at the welcome fair and lack of Kuppala party 

definitely hurts our recruitment capacity. Quick discussion on the importance of word of 

mouth among new students to spread the word and get members interested, relying on the 

two possible events (walking tour and outdoor hangout) to get students interested in 

mingling with one another and therefore interested in CISSI. 

8. Other matters to discuss 

- Walking tour has to be during the welcome week; discussion on when we can hold it. 

Roughly settling on Wednesday 26th at 17.30. We will make a Facebook post announcing 

this tomorrow. 

9. Next board meeting 

Iina suggests we decide on this once everyone is back/out of quarantine.  

10. Closing the meeting 

Meeting adjourned at 19:37. 

 


